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Absrmcf-In

this paper, we derive a new selection combining largest magnitude of the logarithm' of the a posteriori probabilities ratio (LAPPR) of the transmitted information bit is
dent (hnt not necessarily Identically distributed) Rnyleigh fading chosen. We show that our scheme minimizes the probabilchannels with L-antenna diversity reception. With this combining scheme, we choose the diversity branch having the largest ity of bit error, thus proving its optimality. We derive the
magnitude of the logarithm of the ratio of the a posteriori proha- bit error performance of the proposed optimum SC scheme
hillties (log-APP ratio - LAPPR) of the transmitted information for binary NCFSK signals on independent (but not necessarhit. We show that this scheme minimizes the probability of hit er- ily identically distributed) Rayleigh fading channels with Lror, thus proving the optimdtty. We also show that a)the tradi- antenna receive diversity. For the case of i.i.d fading, we obtional square-law combining of all L diversity branches is equivalent to combining the LAPP& of all the L diversity branches, tain a closed-form expression for the probability of bit error.
and b) the SC scheme proposed by Neasmith and Beaulieu is a We compare the performance of the proposed optimum SC
special case of the proposed optimnm SC scheme for lndepen- scheme with that of the schemes proposed by Pierce in [2]and
dent and identically distrihnted (i.i.d) Rayleigh fading Bit error Chyi el al in [3].
probability resnlts show that, at lo-' BER, a) for i.1.d Rayleigh
We show that Q) the traditional square-law combining all the
fading, the proposed optimum SC combining scheme performs
better than the exbang SC schemes by 0.5 dB for L = 3 and 1.5 L diversity branches is equivalent to combining the LAPPRs
dB for L = 5, and performs within 0.5 dB of the scheme which of all the L diversity branches, and b) the SC scheme proposed
square-law combines all the L diversity branches, and b) for in- by Neasmith and Beaulieu in IS] is a special case of the prodependent Rayleigh fading, the proposed optimum SC scheme posed optimum SC scheme for i.i.d Rayleigh fading. Our bit
gives an addidonal gain of 2.0 dB over the SC schemes of Pierce
error probability results show that, at a BER of
a) for
and Chyi er al.
i.i.d Rayleigh fading, the proposed optimum SC combining
scheme performs better than the existing SC schemes by 0.5
dB for L = 3 and 1.5 dB for L = 5 , and performs within
I. INTRODUCTION
0.5 dB of the scheme which square-law combines all the L diDiversity reception is a well known technique for mitigat- versity branches, and b) for independent Rayleigh fading, the
ing the effects of fadiig in wireless communication systems proposed SC scheme gives an additional gain of 2.0 dB over
[I]. For binary noncoherent FSK (NCFSK) modulation on the SC schemes of Pierce and Chyi et al.
Rayleigh fading channels, Pierce, in [2], derived the bit error
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
probability of a selection combining (SC) scheme in which 11. we introduce the system model and derive the LAPPR for
the diversity branch that has the largest instantaneous signal bit detection. In Section 111, the bit error performance of the
power (which is proportional to the square of the fading am- proposed optimum SC scheme is derived. In Section IV,the
plitude on that branch) is chosen for the subsequent signal de- independent fading extensions to the i.i.d fading analyses of
tection. In [3], Chyi el a1 analyzed a SC scheme, known as other SC schemes are given. Section V gives the comparathe maximum output selection combining scheme, for M-ary tive performance of the proposed optimum SC scheme versus
modulated signals. In this scheme, the diversity branch with other existing schemes, and conclusions are given in Section
the largest squarelaw detector output is chosen. However, VI.
neither of the SC schemes in [2] and [3] are optimal. Recently,
Kim and Kim, in [4], derived the optimum SC scheme for bi11. SYSTEM MODEL
nary phase shiil keying (BPSK) signals in Rayleigh fading.
We assume that the transmitted symbols are BFSK moduIn this paper, we propose a new SC scheme for binary lated with b = [1,OlT and s, = [0, 1IT denoting the BFSK
NCFSK signals in which the diversity branch having the
symbols, associated with the messages mo and ml, respectively.
The complex orthonormal basis functions r#q(t) =
Thip w o k was suppoacd in part by the Office of Naval Research undsr
ezp(j2mfit) and A(t)= ezp(j2rfit) represent the transgranlNOW1442-1M)OI, andbytheTRWfoundation.

(SC)scheme for noncoherent binary FSK signals on indepen-
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mined information symbol g,,, = [S,,,,~,S,,~].
That is,
sm(t) = S m , z h ( t ) + ~ m , y 4 ( t ) .
The transmitted symbols are passed through a fading channel and noise is added to them at the receiver front end. We assume that the fading process is slow, frequency non-selective
and remains constant over one symbol interval. Assuming perfect symbol timing at the receiver, the equivalent lowpass representation of the received symbols, after the noncoberent demodulation as shown in Fig. l,.is given by [6]

6''=
r$')

=

(I(')QiC0Sd')

+@,

a(')s,sin@') + &I,

(1)

I = I, 2 , . ..,L , (2)

where si is the transmitted BFSK signal point corresponding
to the message mi, i E {0, l}, and E):' and &)-denote the
__
vector valued outputs of the quadrature demodulators at the
Ith antenna. The random phase on the Ith antenna path, e('), is
distributed uniformly over [0,2rr],and a(') is the random fade
experienced by the transmitted symbol ai on the lth antenna
*-IYM*.ll",",...,
P.r-."ur.*.
path. We assume that the a(')*s,
are independent, but not nec?.... *.,.e-,"..""
essarily identically distributed, Rayleigh random variables.
= nr), Fig. 1. Proposed Optimum SC Receiver for Binary NCFSK Sigpls.
The second moment ofa(') is set to l2,(i.e., E([a(')]')
and
and
denote the in phase and quadrature phase
noise vectors on the Ith antenna path whose components have
zero mean and variance '
a = No/ZEb, where Eb/No is the
SNR per bit. It is noted that the E:'), rc),&i, a,(0, n.(0 are
U 1

".

I_

9'

vectors, each having two dimensions. With the assumption of
signal point a, being transmitted corresponding to the data bit
'1'. we have

We propose to choose the diversity branch whose magnitude
of the LAPPR (i.e., ILAPPRI) of the transmitted information
symbol is the largest. The LAPPR ofthe transmitted information symbol & on the Ith antenna path is given by

For equally probable message signals,
where Io(.) is themodified Bessel function of the zeroth order
and first kind [6]. Finally, we can obtain j (,) (,)(&&,,,),
The quantity j($,&i
lated as follows [7]:

= E),,

mE

{0, l}, can be calcu-

from (9),as
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LL d.

where' 7 = &/No. Finally, SubstiNIing (IO) in (6) and scaling by 7*,we obtain

where gr is the weighting factor on It" antenna path and is
given by

RI

9 =-

1

+ Qr'

magniNde IS negative Accordingly, the error probability of
the proposed optimum SC (OSC)scheme is given by the followine exDression

131

= ~ P r o b ( m a x ( l A U ) ' j # l l+A(')
)
<O)

(12)

We choose the diversity branch whose magnitude of the
LAPPR in (6) is the largest. In Appendix-Al. we show that
this proposed combining scheme minimizes the error probability of reception, and hence is optimum. The traditional
square-law combining of all the L diversity branches can be
obtained bv combining the LAPPRs of all the L available diversity branches. Tha; is, E,"=,
A(') is the decision statistic
for the L-branch square-law combining [1],[6J.

L

L

1-1

where
P.(I) = Prob ( m a(lA(')''#'I)

(z,+ ~

= p,&

/-

< 0)

( 1 )

=

I

(81

In this section, we analyze the bit error probability performance of the proposed optimum SC combiner for both the i.i.d
as well as the independent fading cases. First, we assume that
the transmitted bit is a ' 1 '. With this, the pdfs of XI')and X t )
are given by [7]
fxr)(z) = 2$')ze-'YiZ2

=

Gk and

= 7.The pdf Of

(13)

('1 Is' given by

.(I,
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(14)
2

Au)All)

where a1 = *.

AI

+x,

< 0)

fir( z ) f ~ i i(2)
i dad=

2

= I fi,(z)e-9
91 dz = ' + %+ ( I , j ) .
L
+ % j=,,j+1

=

(17)

In the above, 21= max (JA(j)*j*'l),7,= R I ~1 ,= 1,. ..,L,
and

111. BIT ERRORPROBABILITY ANALYSIS

where

+A"'

77

*=0==--m

Z=O

fxf)(z) = 2X, ( I )ze - ~ 1i t i ~, a

= c P e ( l ) , (16)
i=i

< 0,

It is not difficult to show that the pdf of

lA(')l is

*(I,+

i fi k-

+o

v

2+5k

k=Lk#W)

.e-(l+ir)*-@

&,j

I."*,

1

(l+7k)e-JT+e-%?

d,,j.

(18)

The derivation of (18) is given in Appendix-Al. Unfortunately, (18) cannot be expressed in a closed-form. Nevertheless, the integral @ ( f , j ) can be evaluated with minimal effort
as the integration limits are finite and the integrand involves a
simple-to-compute expression. The performance for the i.i.d
fading case can be derivedas a special case of this independent
fading result, as given in the following subsection.

B. LLD. Fading Case
With the assumption of i.i.d fading on each antenna path,
we have RI = R. Xi') = XI, A!') = Xz and a1 = a, V I =
I,z,...,L: w i t h h i o s s ofgenthity, we can aisume.n = 1
and drop the 91's. With this, the probability of bit detection
is given by
error,

eSCsiid,

A. Independent Fading Case

In this subsection, we assume that the fading process is independent (but not identically distributed) on all the L antennas.
With the assumption of '1 * being transmitted, bit detection error occurs if, of the L statistics A('), the one with the largest
ca

'In daiving (10) wc have used the result
with Jo(it) = l o ( t ) , i = G.

j

t=O

te-"'Jo(bt)dt

= ke-g,

The derivation of (19) is given in Appendix-A3. It is to be
noted that, unlike (17) and (IS), the expression in (19) is in
closed-fom-and can be evaluated very easily.
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Iv. EXTENSIONS
TO EXISTING
ANALYSES
We would like to compare the error probability performance
of the proposed optimum SC scheme with other existing SC
schemes, as well as with the L-branch square-law combining scheme. We consider the three SC schemes proposed in
[2], [3], and [SI for our comparison. In [2],[3],[5], only i.i.d
Rayleigh fading is considered. In order to enable the comparison of these SC schemes with our scheme, we extend the
analyses of these schemes to the independent fading case.
We have derived the bit error probability expressions, in
closed-form, for Pierce SC scheme and Chyi el ai SC scheme,
for independent Rayleigh fading, as [8]

Fig. 2. Comparison of the bit ermr performancc of Mnaus SC schemes an
i.i.d Raylcigh fading for L = 3, 4, and 5.

scheme of Chyi el ai, for i.i.d Rayleigh fading when L = 3,
4, and 5 . The performance of the square-law combiner, which

and

combines all the L available LAPPRs, is also plotted for comparison. With three antenna diversity reception (L = 3), at a
bit error rate of lo-', the optimum SC scheme performs 0.3
dB poorer compared to the L-branch square-law combiner, but
(-1)m(.3
performs better than the SC schemes of Pierce and Chyi el a1
,,,
+,,,+I
1 + (1 + 71Nm +
by 0.9 dB and 0.4 dB,respectively. As the order of diversity
increases from L = 3 to 5, the diversity gain of the proposed
(-l)'-t+m(;)
(21) optimum SC increases over Pierce and Chyi el ai schemes.
1 + (1 + 7 A m +
*)
For example, for L = 5 , the diversity gain of the optimum
SC is 1.6 dB over the Pierce SC scheme and 0.8 dB over Chyi
In the SC scheme by Neasmith and Beaulieu [ 5 ] , the branch et a1 SC scheme. The Chyi er ai scheme chooses the branch
is chosen. with the maximum demodulator output. This scheme gives a
with largest energy difference, [X1(I)Ip- [X$')]*,
Clearly, for the case of i.i.d Rayleigh fading, the error prob- decision error when one demodulator output with noise-only
ability of the Neasmith SC scheme is the same as that of the exceeds the demodulator output with signal-plus-noise. The
proposed optimum SC scheme. For the case of independent proposed optimum SC scheme, on the other hand, performs
Rayleigh fading, the error probability expression for the Nea- subtraction of the outputs of the demodulators (signal-plussmith scheme can be obtained by substituting p = l in (17) noise energy output due to correct hypothesis, and noise-only
energy output due to incorrect hypothesis). This subtraction
and(18).
basically eliminates the dominance of the noise-only demodFinally. combining the LAPPRs of all the diversity branches
gives the performance of the L-branch square-law combining. ulator output and this results in enhanced performance of the
optimum SC scheme over the other schemes.
The error probability of the L-branch square-law combining
It is noted that, for i.i.d Rayleigh fading, the performance of
scheme on i.i.d Rayleigh fading is given by [6]
the Neasmith SC scheme is the same as that of the optimum
SC scheme. However, as we will see next, in the case of independent fading, the optimum SC scheme performs better than
the Neasmith SC scheme. In fact, the Neasmith scheme performs poorer than Pierce SC scheme at low S N R s and large
z
multipath intensity profile (MIP) decay factors.
wherer,(z,n) =
j e-"u"-'du.
U=O
Fig. 3 shows the comparative performance of the various
SC schemes for the case of independent Rayleigh fading. The
v. RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
second moment of the fading, ai, is decreased linearly (in dB
= -2(1 - 1)dB, 1 =
Fig. 2 shows the comparative performance of the proposed scale) in steps of 2 dB. That is,
optimum SC scheme, the SC scheme of Pierce, and the SC 1 , 2 , . ..,L. From Fig. 3, we observe that at high SNRs, the
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Fig. 3. Comparison ofthe bit emr performance of Various SC schemes on
independent Rayleigh fading. MIP is [OdB,-ZdB, -4dBl for L = 3, and
( O B , -266, -468, -6dB, - S a ] FmL = 5.

Fig. 4. Comparison of Ihc bit error pdomancc of various SC schemes
on multipath Rayleigh fading channels with expanentially decaying MIP for
L = 5. Decay facmr, 6 = I.O, 3.0.

Neasmith SC scheme performs the same as that of the optimum SC, whereas at low SNRs the optimum SC performs
better. This behavior is more clearly observed in Fig. 4. The
reason for this is as follows: At high SNRs, with the approximation 1 701= 70,in (12), the weighting factors gl become independent of the second moment R of the Rayleigh
fades. At low SNRs, with the approximation 1 701 = 1,
we have gl = RI. The Neasmith SC scheme does not take this
gain factor into account, whereas the proposed optimum SC
scheme approximately weights the energy differences before
the selection is made, which improves the performance.
Fig. 4 shows the comparative performance of the various
SC schemes for L = 5, for exponentially decaying L antenna
independent Rayleigh fading with RI = R ~ d ( ~ - l 1) ,=
1,2,. . ., L and 0,= 1. The values of decay factor, 6, considered are 1 and 3. From Fig. 4, we observe that for small values
of the decay factor, 6, and high values of SNR, Neasmith SC
performs close to optimum SC. However, at large values of 6
and at low SNRs, the Neasmith scheme performs worse than
optimum SC. In fact, at low S N R and high MIP decay factors,
the Neasmith scheme performs poorer than the scheme which
chooses the branch with largest signal power (i.e., the Pierce
SC scheme). This illustrates an important conclusion of this
paper. That is, while the Neasmith SC scheme is optimum
for i.i.d Rayleigh fading, it performs poorer than the Pierce
SC scheme for independent Rayleigh fading at low SNRs and
large MIP decay factors, whereas our proposed SC scheme
provides the optimum performance for arbitrary independent
Rayleigh fading.

diversity reception. With this scheme, the diversity branch
having the largest magnihlde of the LAPPR of the transmitted
information bit is chosen. We showed that this scheme minimized the probability of bit error, thus proving its optimality.
At lo-' BER, a) on i.i.d Rayleigh fading, the proposed optimum SC combining scheme performed better than the existing SC schemes by 0.5 dE3 for L = 3 and 1.5 dB for L = 5,
and performed within 0.5 dB of the scheme which square-law
combines all the L diversity branches, and b) on independent
Rayleigh fading, the proposed optimum SC scheme provided
an additional gain of 2.0 dB over the SC schemes of Pierce
and Chyi er al.

+

+

APPENDICES

A I , OPTIMALITY OF THE PROPOSED sc SCHEME
In this appendix, we show that choosing the largest LAPPR
magnitude among the available L LAPPR magnitudes minimizes the probability of error, thus proving the optimality of
the proposed selection combining scheme. The general expression for the error probability is given by
8

= /Prob&

# %lX)fx(X) dX

X

= l-/Pmb&=a,IX)fx(X)dX,

(23)

X

-sm
where X = ( X ~ L ) , X I L ) , X ~ ) , X 1 ( l ) , . . . , X ~
and
),X~L))
is the detected symbol when symbol gm is transmitted.
The Prob(zm = &JX)can be derived as follows:

VI. CONCLUSIONS
We proposed a new selection combining scheme for binary
NCFSK signals on independent (hut not necessarily identically distributed) Rayleigh fading channels with L-antenna

L

Pmb&=sJX)

= c P m b & , , =%m/X.

I'"antcnnaischoscn)

I=1

.Pmb(l'"antenna is ehosenlX)
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The last step in the above equation is due to the fact
that E,"=,Prob(lthantennais chosenix) = 1 and 0 5
Prob(lthantenna is chosenlX) 5 1. It is to be noted that
equality in (24) is achieved, and hence Pa is minimized,
by selecting the branch providing the maximum Prob(-G =
~ , , l X $ ) , X f ) ) . With this, we proceed to derive Rob(Sm =
s,JX$), Xf)) and show that it is a monotonically increasing
function of IA(I) 1. The Prob(2, = &,lXt),X ? ) ) can be calculated as
Pmb&

=
= ~,,lXi'),Xf))
+PmbG,,,

ProbG,,, =%,

In deriving (30), we made use of the expression for fz,(2)of
(29). Upon substituting z = tan$, we arrive at (18).
A3. DERIVATION
O F PpSC7iid
L

PpSC.iid =

,s =alXo
(11 ,XI
(11)

= tl, E,, = ~ l l X ~ l , X ~(25)
ll).

X P m b ( m u (lA(J).j#'l)

< lA(l~l,A(')< 0)

I=,

=

L Prob(Zi +A(')

< 0)

From ( 5 ) and ( 1 I), we obtain
('1 (0
Prob(Z,,, = sllXo ,XI )

Rob@, = &lX$),Xf))

1

= 1 + e-Al') '
1
= 1+
'

and

(26)

Noting that A(') 2 0 whengm = al, 5, = s1and A(i)
when% = &, am = &, (26) can be simplified as
(1)

(1)

=

Prob(Z,, = s,JXo ,XI )

1
1 + e-IAI')I

'

<0
(27)

The above expression is clearly a monotonic increasing fimction of JA(')I. Therefore, the error probability is minimized by
choosing the branch with the largest magnitude of LAPPR.

OF P ~ S C , i n d e p
A2. DERIVATION

We first find the pdfof 21= max(JA(J)SJ#'l)anduse this in
step 2 of(l7) to obtain(18).

Fz,(z) =

Prob (max (\A(j)*j#'l)

n

5 z)

L

=

(28)

qnu,l(Z).

j=l,j#l

Taking logarithms on both sides and differentiating with respect to z and then upon rearranging, we arrive at

2

fi,(z) =

fih[j)l(z)

j=l.j#l

fi

Fln(k)l(z). (2%

k=l,k#(j.l)

The expression P.(1) in (16) is derived as follows:
Pa(!)

-

W I Z , +A[')
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